Santa -Fe Installs Low-Voltage Plant
on New Mississippi Bridge
Special locking circuits for
controlling operation of the
bridge, indication lights on
machine and su bmarine
cable, features of job
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Above-Electric interlocking
chine in tower
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RigM-Westbo..nd home signal at
East Ft. Madison, interlocking
and automatic block location 230i
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HE Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe opened for
traffic a new double-track bridge across the
Mississippi river at Ft. Madison, la., on July 25,
of this year. The bridge has two decks, the lower
being used for main line tracks while the upper deck
serves as a roadway. The draw span, 565 ft. long,
is electrically operated and swings 60 deg. A Union
Type-F interlocking machine. arranged for low-voltage control, is employed for the operation of the signal facilities at the draw span and for the operation
of two crossovers and three passing track switches
located at East Ft. Madison, Ill., which is 1.2 miles
from the Mississippi River bridge tower.
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Tower and Track Layout
The tower is located oyer the roadway deck in the
center of the draw span. The interlocking machine
and also the switchboard for the control of the electrical equipment for the operation of the draw span,
are located on the first floor of the tower.
The track layout at the Mississippi River bridge
consists of two main line tracks which are provided
with split point derails located on each shore. At
East Ft. Madison, Ill., the track layout consists of

two crossovers between main lines and two passing
sidings each being 7,900 ft. in length. The two crossovers, the westward ends of both passing tracks, and
the eastward end of the north passing track, are interlocked.
Type of Interlocking
\,Vhen the preliminary study was made of this layout, to determine the type of interlocking which
would be most suitable, several factors were consid
ered as follows:
(1) It was the desire that no line wires be attached to the bridge, which made it necessary to use
submarine cable. It was considered preferable to
tlSe a low-voltage operating current.
(2) The distance from battery to the operated functions is such that, if a common battery were used and
located at the tower, the voltage drop would have to
be reduced by using larger conductors which would
necessarily increase the cost of submarine cables.
(3) By using a low-voltage interlocking, a separate
battery could be used ior each group of operated
functions and if there should be a failure which would
place one group of functions out of commission, the:
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remainder of the plant would still be operative. With
a common battery, a power failure occurring would
cripple the entire plant. It was concluded that a lowvoltage interlocking could be designed which would
meet all the desired requirements. The Union Switch
& Signal Company's Type-F interlocking machine arranged for low-voltage control was selected. It is made
up of the follo\\'ing leyers:
6
2
7
I
I
I
3
6

Levers for switches
Levers for derails
Levers for signals
Lever for rail locks
Master lever
Traffic lever
Spare levers
Spare spaces
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The signal levers are equipped with an indication
light and when the lever is placed at the indication
point and the light burns, it indicates to the tower
operator that the signal has assumed its normal position and that the lever can be restored to full normal
position.
Each switch and derail lever is equipped with two
indication lights, one of the lights burns after the
switch movement has made its full movement to the
reverse position and has so indicated electrically,
while the other light burns when the lever is in the
normal indication position and after the switch has
completed its movement from the reverse to the
normal position, and has so indicated electrically.
These indication lights have proved very useful to
operators because, where slow switch machines are
used the only indication which they have, when the
switch has made its full movement, is the energization of the indication magnets;' whereas. with the
lights, the towermen have a visual indication that the
switch has made its full movement and that the
lever can be restored to its normal or reverse position.
Style-M switch and lock movements arranged for
3D-volt d-c. operation, and Style-R, three-indication,
color-light high signals and two-indication, color-ligh t
dwarf signals, are used throughout the installation.
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movements are float charged by Union rectifiers,
while the batteries used on line circuits are charged
by Balkite rectifiers.
A large number of relays are required in this installation a'nd Union steel relay cabinets are used at
the tower and also in the battery and relay house at
East Ft. Madison.
Train Control Circuits
The Union Switch & Signal Company's three-speed
type of continuous train control between Chillicothe,
IlL, and Ft. Madison, Ia., ends at the west end of
Mississippi River bridge interlocking. Eastward
from East Ft. Madison train control circuits are arranged for the reversal of traffic and an interlocked
crossover at East Ft. Madison is used to move traffic
from the eastbound to the westbound main line for
reverse-current movements.
Between East Ft. Madison and the west limits of
Mississippi River bridge interlocking, train control
is arranged for movements with the current of traffic
only. At the west end of the Mississippi River bridge
plant a high-speed cut-out circuit is. provided for cutting out engine equipment on westbound trains, and
a cut-in circuit is provided for trains entering train
control territory on the eastbound main line. The
high-speed cut-out circuit is constructed of No.6 insulated wire in J/,-in. garden hose secured to the outside of the web of the raiL
Interlocking Cin::uit Features
The indication locking used in connection with signal circuits is accomplished by the use of relays in
series with the lamp filament, and the controls for
indication locks are cut through a normal repeating
relay whose control circuit is cut through the series
relays in the filament circuits. The signal controls
select,. through the switch indicating relays located
in the, vicinity of the movements as well as in the
tower. By using this scheme, a double check is provided on the po~ition of the switches.
All signals iri the plant" with the exception of signal 22L, are power-operated, which means that in
case of a failure of the a-c. source of power, a caution
indication can still be displayed at the signals. The
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The signals are burned continuously in normal operation from a 30-volt a-c. source of power and in case
of a failure they are transferred, by a cut-over relay,
to the 30-volt d-c. switch operating battery.
The Electric Storage Battery Company's TypeKXHS-9 cells are used for the operation of switch
movements and line circuits. The batteries for switch

reason why it was necessary for signal 22L to be controlled through track circuits is, that on approaching this signal, trains are not moving through automatic control territory, while other high signals on
the plant have an automatic train control approach
which would mean that in case there was a failure
to the a-c. source of power, all trains would be ap-
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proaching signals under the speed limitation pro\-ided
for by the train control.
The circuits used for the control of switch and lock
movements are polarized and controlled direct from
the operating levers. The operating levers for

Steel cable tower on downstream nosing of bridge

when the ends have been l0'Yered, circuits ior the
ends will be broken.
(3) Swing the draw span. \N"hen fully swung and
in place, the circuits for the ends will be broken.
Light indicators are provided which indicate to

Pivot arrangement for cable located on bridge structure
over tower on draw span

switches are provided with independent indication
and detector locks and the detector locks are cut
through detector track circuits, while the indication
locks are cut through polarized relays operated from
pole-changers in the swi,tch and lock movements on the
ground.
Special Circuits for Control of Bridge Oper,ation
A master control relay, when energized, connects
the operating switchboard for the draw span to the
power line. This relay is controlled through a reverse contact on lever 24, and lever 24 locks. the end-
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Submarine cable terminals
on east shore

the operator the completion of each of the above
movements.
The interlocking arrangement between the bridge
and interlocking machine for the control of signals
and derails is believed to provide full protection by
virtue of the special circuits used:
(1) Before power for the operation of the draw
span can be applied, it is necessary that all derails
be placed in the derailing position with all signals
at stop.
(2) 'When the master control relay is energized,
which controls power for the operation of the. draw

To
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interlocking plant at Mississippi River draw

rail locks 7 in the reverse position; therefore, when
the end-rail locks are withdrawn and all levers, which
operate derails and signals, are in their normal position, lever 24 can be reversed and the master control
relay will beocme energized and the draw span can
then be operated under the following sequence:
(1) Close the barrier gates and draw the end-rails
separately or together. After this operation has been
completed, circuits will be closed for the end lifts.
(2) Lower the ends, which break the circuits for
the operation of the barrier gates and end-rails, and

span, power for the operation of the end-rail locks
is cut off, which makes it impossible to operate them.
(3) The controls for the draw span are so arranged
that when each movement is made, the completion
of such movement automatically connects the power
supply for the next movement and cuts it off when
the movement is completed.
Relay House at East Ft. Madison
At East Ft. Madison a brick building was built in
which to house the relays and storage batteries. This
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building is of concrete and brick construction, with
a concrete rouf titled \\·ilh <t \'''l1ti1''10r,
. Parkway cables are used between the battery and
relay house, and the operated functions at East Ft.
Madison. A wire chace i~ built into the wall of the
building through which these cable" arc carried.
They are supported from the ceiling ill running to
the relay cabinet \\,hich is located on thc back side of
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stream nosing of the drawbridge protection and a
steel terminal box was attached to the base of this
tower in which all submarine cables were terminated,
Braided cables were run from tllis terminal case up
to the top of the steel tower and were carried from
that point to the piyot arrangement on the top of the
interlocking w\\'er. Copperwcld messengers were
used in order to provide as permanent construction as
possible. The C3 bles ru n from the pi \'()t arm under
a hood which is placed on top of the tower and
throug'h a wire chace to the steel relav cabinet on
the second floor of the towel'. where all cables are
terminated. The flexibjlity of these cables is such
that, with the construction methons lIsed. it is believed that the arrangement will hold up in good
shape with a low maintenance cost. It was the desire of the bridge engineer that no open wire line
be attached to the new structure; therefore. it was
necessary to provide an arrangement whereby cables
could be terminated at the tower and at the same time
no more attachments be made to the bridge than
absolutely necessary. The scheme used has proved
satisfactory to all concerned,
Telephones, located at the home signals, are used
by trainmen to communicate with the tower operator. An illuminated diagram over the interlocking
machine indicates to the tower operator whether all
track sections are occupied. At East Ft. Madison,
where switching moves are made, the trainmen communicate with the tower operator by telephone before
proceeding.
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. Top-Battery and relay house at East Ft. Madison
Center-Interior. showing concrete battery tables
Bottom-Interior, showing steel relay cabinets

the building. A metal cover plate is placed over the
chace. Concrete table,; support the storage cells,
The circuits between Mississippi River bridge and
East Ft. Madison, with exception of the 6,600-volt
transmission line for automatic train control, were
carried in braided cables and terminate on an "B,"
fixture on which lightning arrester boxes were placed
and a platform was constructed in order to provide
accessibility for inspection and test purposes. Another "H" fixture was constructed on which transformers are loc'ated, from which source, power is obtained for a-c. circuits.
Submarine Cables
Submarine cables were laid between each shore
and the down-stream nosing of the drawbridge protection. A steel tower was erected on the down-

